Large-Scale Patterns in Hurricane-Driven Shoreline Change
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The effects of storm events on cross-shore beach profiles have been the subject of concerted examination by nearshore researchers for decades. Because these investigations typically span relatively short (less than a kilometer) shoreline reaches, alongshore patterns of storm-driven shoreline change at multikilometer scales remain poorly understood. Here we measure shoreline position from seven airborne lidar surveys of coastal topography, spanning 12 years (1996–2008), along a continuous ~80 km stretch of the northern North Carolina Outer Banks, United States. Two of the lidar surveys were flown in the wakes of Hurricane Bonnie (1998) and Hurricane Floyd (1999), allowing a rare window into storm-related alongshore coastline changes at large scales. In power spectra of shoreline change variance and in calculations of plan view shoreline curvature, we find evidence of transient behaviors at relatively small alongshore scales (less than a kilometer) and an interesting combination of both transient and cumulative shoreline change patterns at larger scales (1–10 km). Large-scale plan view shoreline undulations grow in amplitude during the storm intervals we examined, possibly forced by a large-scale morphodynamic instability. Long-term (decadal) shoreline adjustments, however, trend in the opposite direction, with an overall diffusion or smoothing of shoreline shape at multiple-kilometer scales, probably due to gradients in alongshore sediment transport. Although storms can significantly reshape the coastline across a wide range of scales, those changes do not necessarily accumulate to patterns of long-term change.

1. INTRODUCTION

Visit a beach after the height of a storm, and evidence of the event is obvious. Dunes that had sloping toes have been carved into flat-faced escarpments, roads are undercut, and houses can even be found in the surf zone. Coastal geomorphology texts have long emphasized the rapid movement of sand offshore as the salient effect of storms on beaches [e.g.,
Davis, 1978; Carter, 1988; Davis and Fitzgerald, 2004) and with good reason: High winds and storm waves push a wedge of water onshore, allowing waves to reach more of the beach than under calm conditions. Persistent near-bed currents and breaking waves narrow the beach, transporting sediment offshore, building a sandbar. If storm surge elevates water levels high enough to submerge low-lying areas along the beach, sediment can be transported landward of the beach face and deposited behind the beach as overwash, removing the beach, sediment can be transported landward of the beach water levels high enough to submerge low-lying areas along the beach, sediment can be transported landward of the beach face and deposited behind the beach as overwash, removing that material from the immediate reach of the nearshore system [e.g., Godfrey and Godfrey, 1973; Komar, 1998].

But absent major overwashing, were you to return to the storm-battered beach in fair weather a few weeks later, you might be surprised to find those obvious signs of storm impact all but erased and the beach restored. Storm-driven formation of offshore bars, and the subsequent poststorm shoreward migration of those bars, is well documented [e.g., Davis and Fox, 1975; Birkenemeier, 1979; Egense, 1989; Thom and Hall, 1991]. Sand removed from the beach during a storm event is stored offshore, typically in bars at the deep water margin of the storm surf zone, where the strength of the offshore current at the bed diminishes [Komar, 1998]. Then, in fair-weather conditions that tend to follow storms, long-period swell sweeps the sandbar shoreward, ultimately merging with the subaerial beach, resetting it to an effectively prestorm morphology [e.g., Zeigler et al., 1959; Sonu, 1973; Fucella and Dolan, 1996]. Time-averaged images of the surf zone produce striking images of cyclical sandbar creation, migration, obliteration, and recreation with the passage of storm events [Holman and Stanley, 2007]. Looking along-coast, vehicle-mounted GPS shoreline surveys covering several tens of kilometers of coastline reveal that, even after large storm events, shoreline changes before and after a storm are effectively mirrored: coastal reaches that experience significant erosion see nearly equivalent magnitudes of accretion in the days and weeks following the storm event [List and Farris, 1999; List et al., 2006].

Although homes and coastal infrastructure face short-term hazards during a storm from both flooding and temporary erosion, significant long-term hazards for coastal dwellers and development arise from accumulated changes in the shoreline itself, manifesting as cross-shore changes in shoreline position on the order of tens to hundreds of meters (or more) over decades or longer. Multidecadal records of shoreline change show zones of cumulative aggradation and erosion that vary alongshore at scales on the order of kilometers [e.g., Schupp et al., 2006; North Carolina Division of Coastal Management, Oceanfront shorelines and setback: Interactive mapping, available at http://dcm2.enr.state.nc.us/Maps/shoreline_mapintro.htm, accessed January 2011]. Shoreline change might be approximately net zero over storm-event time scales, but how do the magnitudes of storm-related shoreline variability compare to magnitudes of long-term, accumulated changes measured over a range of spatial scales? Do storms affect particular spatial scales more than others? What physical insights into coastal dynamics do we gain, or what new hypotheses can we generate, from comparing fair-weather and storm-related shoreline change over a range of spatial and temporal scales?

Focusing on the well-studied sandy barrier coastline of the northern North Carolina Outer Banks, United States (Figure 1), in this chapter, we build upon existing, fair-weather analyses of shoreline change at multiple spatial and temporal scales [Tebbens et al., 2002; Lazarus and Murray, 2007; Lazarus et al., 2011] by introducing new analyses of two poststorm shorelines extracted from lidar surveys flown after Hurricane Bonnie (in 1998) and Hurricane Dennis and Hurricane Floyd (1999) (Table 1). We examine changes in shoreline position between different pairs of surveys. In some pairs, the second survey took place shortly after an extreme storm, and the change between surveys therefore reflects, in part, storm-driven changes. In other pairings, neither survey was affected by a recent extreme storm.

Figure 1. Our investigation focuses on approximately 80 km of uninterrupted coastline along the northern North Carolina Outer Banks, a sandy barrier island system on the U.S. Mid-Atlantic Seaboard (latitude/longitude in decimal degrees). National Buoy Data Center station 44014 (see Figure 5) is located at 36.611/-74.836, just out of the frame. Map data are courtesy of the NOAA coastline extractor, available at http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/coast/, accessed, February 2011.)
2. SHORELINE CHANGE AND THE IMPORTANCE OF SPATIAL SCALE

2.1. Calculating Shoreline Change

2.1.1. Extracting a shoreline from lidar data. Although the cost of long-distance aerial beach surveys makes their collection infrequent, airborne lidar maps coastal topography over long distances with high precision [e.g., Stockdon et al., 2002]. Here we extracted shorelines from the publicly available NOAA/U.S. Geological Survey/NASA lidar data sets listed in Table 1 (Digital Coast, NOAA Coastal Services Center (CSC), Coastal lidar, available at http://www.csc.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/data/coastallidar/details.html (hereinafter referred to as Digital Coast, NOAA CSC, Coastal lidar), accessed February 2007 and January 2009). To isolate a shoreline, we first converted raw \((x, y, z)\) point clouds \((0.25–8 \text{ points } m^{-1})\) (Digital Coast, NOAA CSC, Coastal lidar, accessed July 2011) into 5 m gridded digital elevation models, registered to the 1988 North American Vertical Datum and projected to the universal transverse Mercator North American Datum 1983 Zone 18N ellipsoid. Shorelines stretching on the order of tens of kilometers can be defined at an elevation contour; we sampled the 1 m topographic contour, which lies within 0.5 m of the mean high-water line for this region of coast [Tebbens et al., 2002]. This contour retains fine-scale features in the beach while minimizing data artifacts from wave crests [Lazarus and Murray, 2007]. Airborne lidar data are typically vertically accurate to within ~10–40 cm [Stockdon et al., 2002; Digital Coast, NOAA CSC, Coastal lidar, accessed July 2011]. With each shoreline registered and projected to the same reference frame, changes in shoreline position between two surveys can be determined by differencing the surveys.

The 1998 and 1999 lidar surveys were flown shortly after the passage of major storm events. On 26 August 1998, Hurricane Bonnie made landfall as a waning category 3 storm near Wilmington, North Carolina, south of our study area (National Hurricane Center, National Weather Service, NOAA, Archive of hurricane seasons, available at http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pastall.shtml (hereinafter referred to as National Hurricane Center, Archive of hurricane seasons), accessed February 2011); the lidar data were acquired between 1 and 7 September, 1998. In 1999, Hurricane Dennis (a weak but lingering storm that stalled offshore for several days) and Hurricane Floyd (category 2) made landfall in North Carolina on 4 and 16 September, respectively (National Hurricane Center, Archive of hurricane seasons, accessed February 2011); the lidar data we use here was acquired 18 September 1999 [White and Wang, 2003; Mitasova et al., 2005].

2.1.2. Examining shoreline change using wavelet analysis. We analyze the shoreline change signal using wavelets, which are scaled filter transforms that, when convolved with a signal, return coefficients constituting a spatially localized measure of signal variability at a given scale [Hubbard, 1996]. With the Wavelet Toolbox™ in Matlab 2009b, we applied the basic Haar wavelet in a continuous wavelet transform. The Haar wavelet is a step function of the form

\[
\psi(x) = \begin{cases} 
1 & 0 \leq x < \frac{1}{2} \\
-1 & \frac{1}{2} \leq x \leq 1 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(1)

that is translated along the signal according to

\[
\psi_{jk}(x) = \psi(2^j x - k),
\]  

(2)

where the scale exponent \(j\) is a non-negative integer and \(0 \leq k \leq 2^j - 1\). Because of its simple shape, the Haar wavelet is less sensitive to variability at fine spatial scales but useful for identifying lower-frequency signals. To mitigate edge effects at either end of the transform, we reflected the shoreline change signal several times and used a multiple of the signal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Year</th>
<th>Fair Weather</th>
<th>Poststorm</th>
<th>Survey Date</th>
<th>Storm Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>9–12 Oct 1996</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>18 Sep to 6 Oct 1999</td>
<td>4 and 16 September</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>9–13 Jul 2004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Oct to 26 Nov 2005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>17–27 Mar 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As an additional conservative step, we limited calculations to alongshore scales less than or equal to half the length of the original signal [Lazarus et al., 2011]. Squaring the wavelet transform coefficients produces a measure of signal variance, which, when averaged over the length of the signal, returns the mean shoreline variance at each wavelet scale. Averaging the wavelet transforms this way is equivalent to producing a Fourier transform. The typical utility of a wavelet transform is its preservation of spatial heterogeneities within a data series; by comparison, a Fourier transform assumes that each component wavelength exists through the entire domain of the data, washing out localized information. The rationale for using wavelets in a Fourier-like fashion is that a power spectrum provides a useful summary of how transform variance depends on scale, complimenting the scale-specific, spatial details contained in the full wavelet transform [Lazarus et al., 2011].

2.2. Insights From Fair-Weather Shoreline Survey Comparisons

2.2.1. Shoreline change characteristics at relatively small scales. A previous comparison of lidar-derived shoreline changes over 1 year, measured (in fair weather) for tens of kilometers alongshore, shows a log-log linear relationship between alongshore scale and the variance of shoreline change for alongshore scales spanning one order of magnitude, from approximately 100 to 1000 m [Tebbens et al., 2002]. Replicating this investigation in the same study area with different fair-weather, lidar-derived surveys of shoreline change ranging from 1 to 12 years, Lazarus et al. [2011] confirm that mean shoreline variance at scales 20–1000 m alongshore appear log-log linear (Figure 2a), suggesting that shoreline change follows a power law over these scales, the scaling exponent being a measure of the fractal roughness of the shoreline change pattern [Tebbens et al., 2002].

However, linearity in double-logarithmic plots, particularly over confined scales, is not definitive proof that a power law is the best descriptor for those data [e.g., Sornette, 2006]. Statistical measures of model uncertainty, such as the Akaike information criteria (AIC), help quantify how well different statistical distributions apply to data [Akaike, 1973; Burnham and Anderson, 2001, 2002]. Although the shoreline change power spectra that we investigate appear linear enough in log-log space to inspire comparison to a power law distribution, they are better described by lognormal, Weibull, and gamma functions that, with regard to AIC best fit, are statistically indistinguishable from each other [Lazarus et al., 2011]. (Locally, lognormal, Weibull, and gamma functions can resemble a power law.) Statistical fitting aside, the overall slope of the spectrum in Figure 2a indicates that the larger spatial scales exhibit greater change (variance), motivating an examination of scaling relationships at these more significant large scales.

2.2.2. Extending the power spectra. Focusing on the approximately straight line section of the power spectrum calls attention away from the spectrum of variance at larger alongshore scales. When the power spectrum is extended to alongshore scales greater than a kilometer, the data exhibit local
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maxima (Figure 2b). These deviations from log-log linearity, occurring at scales between 1 and 10 km, do not arise from finite domain effects or wavelet-processing artifacts (as the brown noise spectrum in Figure 2b demonstrates), offering interesting potential clues about large-scale shoreline change [Lazarus et al., 2011]. Shoreline changes measured over longer temporal intervals (>3 years) have greater variance magnitudes at large spatial scales (greater than a kilometer) than those measured over shorter time periods (1–3 years), in contrast with smaller scales (less than a kilometer), in which variance is similar across survey intervals (Figure 2b). At all scales above approximately 2 km (and below approximately 10 km), the variance tends to increase, though the rate at which variance increases varies with scale and duration between surveys.

2.3. Power Spectra for Poststorm Surveys

Adding wavelet analyses of poststorm survey pairings to the fair-weather power spectra, we find that hurricane and nonhurricane pairings exhibit similar patterns of shoreline change variance (Figure 3). At small spatial scales, all the shoreline combinations share comparable magnitudes of variance, whether the duration between surveys is short or long and whether the comparison includes a poststorm survey or not. Similar to the fair-weather comparisons, survey pairings that include poststorm data return the greatest variance at larger spatial scales. Furthermore, the largest magnitudes of variance (the greatest first maxima) still occur in the pairs that span the most time: 1996–2008 and 1999–2004 (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Shoreline change power spectra for storm years (lines with circles), compared to the 1, 3, and 12 year fair-weather spectra (gray lines, thin to thick, respectively) from Figure 2b. Storm years (1998 and 1999) are in bold.

3. DYNAMICAL MECHANISMS OF SHORELINE CHANGE

3.1. Interpreting (Apparent) Power Laws

We emphasize that these shoreline change power spectra (Figures 2 and 3) appear log-log linear but lack statistical signatures definitive enough to call them “power laws,” to preempt the possible implication that power laws indicate de facto underlying scale-free dynamics.

Power laws are commonly interpreted to imply that because a quantity varies consistently between scales across a wide domain, the distribution reflects the dominance of a single dynamical process [e.g., Bak, 1996; Murray, 2007]. For many examples of self-similar patterns in nature, this interpretation of a single dominant process is likely appropriate, such as for certain dynamics of stick-slip earthquakes [e.g., Bak et al., 2002], fluvial dissection and channel branching [Pelletier, 1999; Jerolmack and Paola, 2007], and granular avalanches [Frette et al., 1996]. Power laws have been applied in coastal landscapes to describe fractal shoreline geometry [Mandelbrot, 1967], plan view crescentic patterns [Dolan and Ferm, 1968], and properties of cross-shore beach profiles [Southgate and Möller, 2000; Barton et al., 2003; Gunawardena et al., 2008].

But studies of shoreline change have demonstrated that distinct physical processes affect a sandy shoreline at differing spatial scales, contradicting the usual association of scale invariance with a particular dynamical interaction. Beach cusps can arise from swash zone feedback at scales of tens of meters [Werner and Fink, 1993; Coco et al., 2003]. Larger beach changes, spanning up to a few hundred meters alongshore, can result from surf zone currents interacting with and reorganizing sandbars [Ruessink et al., 2007]. Kilometer-scale shoreline changes have been associated with wave propagation over larger-scale complex nearshore bathymetric features, such as persistent shore-oblique bar fields [McNinch, 2004; Schupp et al., 2006]. A unifying explanation for a seemingly consistent relationship between shoreline change variances across so many spatial scales therefore remains unclear, and the typical implications of a power law may not apply [e.g., Murray, 2007; Solow, 2005].

3.2. Shoreline Behavior at Large Scales

3.2.1. The role of alongshore sediment transport. Looking again at the shoreline change power spectra reminds us of three scale-related observations. First, the magnitude of the first maximum in shoreline change variance tends to increase with duration (for time scales >1 year). Second, the alongshore scale of the first maximum also increases with duration.
in a way that is consistent with a diffusional time/space scaling [Lazarus et al., 2011]. Third, variance at smaller scales, by comparison, exhibits little dependence on duration between surveys. Collectively, these analytical results frame two inferences: (1) A diffusional scaling relationship operating at multikilometer scales suggests a diffusional process different than processes affecting more transient shoreline changes at subkilometer scales. (2) The dynamics changing coastline shape over large spatial scales are principally responsible for the greatest amounts of shoreline change [Lazarus et al., 2011].

Along the northern North Carolina Outer Banks, between 1996 and 2005, at spatial scales greater than a kilometer, convex seaward promontories tended to erode landward, while concave seaward embayments tended to accrete [Lazarus and Murray, 2007]. One hypothesis for this relationship between large-scale, alongshore heterogeneous patterns of shoreline change and plan view shoreline shape is that, over decadal time scales and multikilometer spatial scales, cumulative shoreline change is driven by gradients in wave-forced alongshore sediment transport [Ashton and Murray, 2006b; Lazarus et al., 2007, 2011].

The flux of sediment alongshore, which is a function of the relative angle between the shoreline and incident waves, is maximized when the relative angle between incident deep water wave crests and the shoreline trend is approximately 45° [Ashton et al., 2001; Falqués, 2003; Ashton and Murray, 2006a]. (“Deep water” in this context means seaward of the nearshore zone, or shoreface, in which seabed contours tend to approximately parallel the shoreline.) Given a plan view bump in a sandy shoreline, deep water waves with relative incident angles <−45° set up a divergence of alongshore sediment at the convex seaward crest of the bump causing the bump to erode (diffuse), tending to maintain a shoreline that is relatively straight in plan view. Oppositely, when the deep water incident wave climate is dominated by high-angle waves (relative angles >−45°), convergence of alongshore sediment at the convex seaward crest of the bump (not necessarily a directional convergence but a flux convergence) causes the bump to accrete and plan view shoreline curvature to exaggerate [e.g., Ashton et al., 2001; Ashton and Murray, 2006a]. (Shoreline promontories need to reach a certain minimum alongshore scale before they are large enough to cause the shoreline instability [Falqués and Calvet, 2005; List and Ashton, 2007].)

Theoretical modeling has demonstrated an emergent consequence of this antidiffusive behavior at the landform scale: As the plan view shoreline undulations grow to finite amplitudes, the largest-amplitude bumps begin to shade out their smaller-scale neighbors from the influence of high-angle waves, causing the neighboring perturbations to diffuse away and the dominant wavelength of the plan view shoreline to increase [Ashton et al., 2001; Ashton and Murray, 2006a; Coco and Murray, 2007]. Ultimately, the only parts of the shoreline that experience the net antidiffusive effect of the high-angle regional wave climate are the tips of the growing promontories. The rest of the coastline, either because of shoreline reorientation or wave shadowing from neighboring promontories, experiences a local wave climate that is dominated by low-angle waves [Ashton and Murray, 2006b]. Thus, even as the largest shoreline bumps advance seaward at their tips, diffusion along their flanks inhibits the growth of any new perturbations and reinforce a shoreline shape that is locally smooth in plan view [Lazarus and Murray, 2007].

However, no shoreline is completely straight (either as a consequence of geologic control, inheritance from previous configurations, or the development of subkilometer-scale undulations from other processes). Even if the long-term shoreline evolution trend is diffusive, occasional high-angle wave events can result in accentuation of existing shoreline curvature. If these high-angle waves occur during a storm, significant fluxes of alongshore sediment could lead to large gradients and a potentially measurable growth of shoreline instability.

### 3.2.2. Hypothesis for shoreline instability during storm events

A signature of these alongshore gradients would be a spatial correlation between shoreline change and plan view shoreline curvature. Here we define shoreline change as the cross-shore difference between two surveys of shoreline position and curvature as the second derivative of shoreline position. By convention, promontories are defined as having positive curvature and embayments as having negative curvature. The curvature data here are filtered with a 5 km Gaussian-type Hanning function to separate the low-frequency, multikilometer-scale shoreline shapes of interest from noisier high-frequency patterns [e.g., Lazarus and Murray, 2007].

Lazarus and Murray [2007] found a negative correlation between near-decadal shoreline change and shoreline curvature along a reach of the northern Outer Banks; erosion at promontories and accretion at embayments over scales greater than a kilometer is consistent with the diffusive smoothing effects of alongshore-transport gradients that result from a prevailing low-angle wave climate. The additional, post-storm surveys suggest that despite this long-term smoothing, shoreline behavior at those multikilometer scales can be locally antidiffusive during storms (Figure 4). While the general trend over the 12 years of data shown is diffusive, with gradual relaxation of curvature between 1996 and 2008 indicative of overall shoreline smoothing, the posthurricane shoreline curvatures express higher, more strongly peaked...
amplitudes at the major promontories and embayments (Figure 4).

Figure 4a shows that, at the 5 km scale, the general shape of shoreline curvature is consistent over the span of surveys plotted; the promontories and embayments do not appear to translate up and down the coastline over time. In Figures 4b and 4c, zones of curvature change (calculated by differencing the fair-weather and storm-related curvature signals) look almost perfectly out of phase in some stretches of coastline. Comparisons of fair-weather signals show certain promontories tending to blunt over time (e.g., between kilometers 10–20 and 55–65), visible as a negative change in curvature at peaks of positive curvature and positive changes in curvature where the curvature is negative (both indicative of smoothing) (Figures 4a and 4c). At those same promontories, comparisons of storm-affected shorelines exhibit the opposite trend consistent with a sharpening of some of the plan view features (Figure 4b).

One possible explanation for storm-related magnification of large-scale undulations is that high-angle, highly energetic waves could have dominated during those storms. Deep water wave data (peak direction, height, and period), recorded offshore at the NOAA buoy station 44014, northeast of the Outer Banks (Figure 1) (National Data Buoy Center,
Figure 5
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Station 44014 (LLNR 550), available at http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov/station_page.php?station=44014, accessed January, 2011), can be converted into a directional spectrum of wave height contributions to alongshore sediment transport [e.g., Ashton and Murray, 2006b]. The near-decadal and annual (1998 and 1999) “effective” incident wave energy for this reach of shoreline have similar directional distributions, with deep water waves approaching from both nearly shore-orthogonal and high angles of incidence (Figures 5a and 5b). The distributions are skewed more to high-angle contributions, however, during the months in which hurricanes occurred (Figures 5c, 5d, and 5e). These wave data suggest that energetic influences from high angles in August, 1998, temporally associated with Hurricane Bonnie, were greater than the high-angle contributions during the 1998 year and the multiyear cumulative total. Equivalent data for September 1999 are similarly weighted toward comparatively greater contributions from high angles, likely capturing to some degree the passages of Hurricane Dennis and Hurricane Floyd. Though the relative differences between summed high-angle proportions may be small, previous modeling experiments have suggested that even slight predominance of wave energy from high angles can be enough to drive shoreline instability of the kind hypothesized here as even subtle large-scale curvature may be enough for gradients in alongshore sediment transport to be effective at changing shoreline shape [Ashton and Murray, 2006a, 2006b; Slott et al., 2006; Valvo et al., 2006, Lazarus and Murray, 2007].

3.3. Controls on Long-Term Shoreline Evolution

Admittedly, these incident wave distributions (Figure 5) can only serve as circumstantial evidence, limited as we are by the intervals (annual and longer) between lidar surveys; we cannot (and ought not) directly attribute all the shoreline changes reflected in the difference between the 1997 and 1998 lidar surveys, for example, to the effects of the Hurricane Bonnie event or are storm-driven waves and alongshore sediment flux the only forcing mechanisms affecting shoreline shape and evolution; interactions between incident wavefields and lithologic or bathymetric heterogeneities underlying the coastline (the coastal “geologic framework”) surely influence nearshore hydrodynamics [Bender and Dean, 2003; Schupp et al., 2006; List et al., 2008; Benedet and List, 2008] and can also affect local supplies of beach sediment to effectively reinforce the amplitude of shoreline excursions in particular locations at particular scales [e.g., Valvo et al., 2006; Lazarus and Murray, 2011]. The long-term diffusional trend in shoreline change is therefore even more striking, considering the potential for storm-driven amplification of shoreline excursions (Figure 4) and the presence of known heterogeneities in the underlying physical framework [e.g., McNinch, 2004; Lazarus and Murray, 2011]. Although shoreline variability could be attributable to waves interacting with complex offshore bathymetry, studies generally suggest that shorelines attain undulating, but steady state shapes in response to bathymetric irregularities [e.g., Bender and Dean, 2003]. To date, no comparable hypothesis from the geologic-framework perspective (i.e., broadly applicable to a variety of locales) explains why erosion and accretion patterns should reverse in such similar fashion across so many scales for two independent forcing events and still produce the demonstrated trends in long-term shoreline change. However, wavefields interacting with complex offshore bathymetry in different ways during different storms (with different wave spectra) is most likely part of the fuller explanation of the curvatures changes exhibited in Figure 4, which shows shoreline responses that vary from one portion of the coastline to another and from one storm to another (contrasting Figures 4b and 4c).

Although the increase in variance with increasing scales that our shoreline-variance spectra exhibit may be unsurprising to nonlinear dynamicists, for the broad scientific community researching coastal, shoreline, and nearshore...
phenomena, it is unexpected to discover that changes caused by relatively well-studied processes at relatively small scales do not add up over time and that some poorly understood processes effective on larger scales apparently drive almost all of the long-term shoreline change. The coastal landscape evolves continuously, even during fair-weather conditions; however, these forcing conditions are always changing, most dramatically during major storm events. Accordingly, debate persists over whether the dominant drivers of change in these landscapes of mobile sediment are cumulative or strictly episodic, especially in a physical setting where signs of episodic change can potentially get erased by other sediment-transport events or processes [e.g., Jerolmack and Paola, 2010].

The combination of (1) shoreline change variance at large spatial scales increasing with survey duration [Lazarus et al., 2011] and (2) the gradual relaxation (diffusion) of large-scale shoreline curvature suggests that the ongoing aggregation of shoreline position changes over longer time scales influences large-scale spatial change even more strongly than the punctuated, high-impact, antidiffusive changes wrought by strong forcing events like storms. The magnitudes of long-term (order 10 years), cumulative changes at large scales (greater than a kilometer) are still greater than the magnitudes of storm-related shoreline change at those spatial scales, at least for the hurricane events considered here (Figure 3), and simple as it may seem, the transience of small-scale changes in this system is not a trivial observation. The variance of changes at those smaller scales does not change with time; unlike the canonical variance envelope for a random walk, for example, we do not see an envelope of variability for those scales that widen with time. The lesson here is not that we expected small-scale features to aggregate into large-scale patterns and are surprised that they do not. Rather, the lesson is one familiar in complexity contexts but less so in many areas of physical science: If large-scale patterns of change are the hierarchical scale of interest, these data we analyze emphasize the importance of measuring coastal change with methods that record the dynamics that emerge at those scales because extrapolation from smaller scales may not be viable.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Our analysis of power spectra demonstrates that, along the North Carolina Outer Banks coast, the scaling dependencies of shoreline change variance induced by extreme storms do not appear to differ significantly from those of nonstorm intervals, at least at alongshore scales of a few kilometers and smaller. However, the variance of shoreline change is a squared quantity and therefore does not retain the directional sign of change (positive or negative). Examining large-scale changes in shoreline curvature reveals that the storm-related changes can be the opposite of long-term patterns, in the sense that during storms, the plan view coastline becomes rougher in some sections of the coastline, while the long-term change data indicate an overall smoothing trend. Measuring both persistent, cumulative coastal changes and more ephemeral shoreline change effects of storms at large scales, and subsequently managing those changes, may require a different set of observational strategies [e.g., McNinch, 2007] than those designed to capture smaller-scale and typically ephemeral beach behaviors.
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